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Faculty: Judith Dingatantrige Perera   Responses / Expected:  28 / 30 (93.33%) 

Overall Mean:

4.7  Excellent to Poor   (64 responses)
4.5  Grading   (28 responses)
3.8  Cum GPA   (28 responses)
1.4  5-Point Likert w/Neutral (l -> h)   (167 responses)

Course-General
HST 306 - 43328

Responses (%) Course

SA A N D SD N Mean Med. Std
Dev

Q1 The academic standards for this course were high. 60.7% 25% 14.3% 0 0 28 1.5 1 .73

Q2
The instructor provided adequate opportunities for direct communication
with students on an individual basis through a combination of office
hours, teaching assistants, review sessions, and/or electronic
communication (or, if the course was online, throu

71.4% 25% 3.6% 0 0 28 1.3 1 .54

Q3 The instructor was open to the ideas and comments of the students. 75% 21.4% 3.6% 0 0 28 1.3 1 .52
Q4 The instructor was fair and impartial in dealing with students. 70.4% 29.6% 0 0 0 27 1.3 1 .46

Q5 The lectures and/or discussions helped me learn about the subject matter
of the course. 75% 25% 0 0 0 28 1.3 1 .43

Q6 The course improved my ability to read, write, and think critically. 50% 35.7% 14.3% 0 0 28 1.6 1.5 .72

Responses: [SA] Strongly Agree=1 [A] Agree=2 [N] Neutral=3 [D] Disagree=4 [SD] Strongly Disagree=5 

Course-General
HST 306 - 43328

Responses (%) Course

E VG G F P N Mean Med. Std
Dev

Q7 I would rate this instructor: 75% 21.4% 3.6% 0 0 28 4.7 5 .52
Q8 I would rate this course: 67.9% 28.6% 0 3.6% 0 28 4.6 5 .67
Q9 I would rate this TA: (answer only if the course had one) 87.5% 0 12.5% 0 0 8 4.8 5 .66

Responses: [E] Excellent=5 [VG] Very Good=4 [G] Good=3 [F] Fair=2 [P] Poor=1 



 
Q10 - What did you like most about the course and/or instructor?

Response Rate: 89.29%   (25 of 28)

1
i like the most about the instructor is the developed style of teaching where she engages students in discussions at class. also, her
explanation of the concepts are great.

2 how we learned about prisons

3 good in depth knowledge about the topics at hand and a willingness to discuss students ideas

4 Was a clear instructor and she showed us all what we need to succeed

5 Understanding, full of energy.

6 This historical content of incarceration.

7
These were ideas and concepts that I had never considered before and I feel like my eyes were really opened. The materials was very
convincing and this is the second class I've taken with Judith and these classes were two of the must in^uential classes I've be enrolled in a
ASU.

8 The way the course is taught and how we are expected to engage in class discussions.

9 The subject was pretty interesting and made me think about how our prison system works.

10 The open debate

11
The instructor was well prepared every class period and provided a lot of interesting and relevant information. This course was pretty
interesting even though the name of it doesn't sound too appealing.

12 The instructor gave me more support about anding credible sources for my own writing.

13 The instructor was very knowledgable on the subject matter.

14
The in depth understanding of the material covered by the instructor was excellent. The instructor was well aware of the content of the class
as well as was able to answer any questions that were provided by the class.

15
The class really peaked my interests in the areas of prison and mass incarcaration, the instructor was really understanding and genially cared
about her students as well as very educated in the subject matter 

16
She was very approachable and easy to talk to! Kept the class interesting and always encouraged the students to be more involved in the class
which was cool.

17 Passionate about the subject, well versed in the subject matter.

18 Interesting readings, digs deeper in history.

19
I think Judith is amazing and I think she is very educated. I would take a course taught by her any day! She answers all questions and is
extremely tenentive when it comes to making things clear!

20 I loved the topic and sticking to a historical view of Mass Incarceration.

21 I liked the participation format and how well she covered material in the class through discussion group lecture

22
I enjoyed the open discussions throughout the course because it allowed students to hear other classmates perspectives and compare them
to our own. You made excellent attempts to give us interesting readings so that we did not get overwhelmed by the amount of readings that
had to be done in such a short period of time.

23
I appreciated the use of primary and secondary sources. Especially reading Austin Reed. I learned a great deal about an issue that I was
surprised to learn I knew little to nothing about. The instructor is passionate, engaged, and includes highly relevant examples for the course.

24 Her slides were amazing. She was obviously knowledgeable about the topics and resources that were used.

25 A lot of new information, an interesting look at a facet of our society which has been largely ignored.

 
Q11 - What did you like least about the course and/or instructor?

Response Rate: 78.57%   (22 of 28)

1 reading entire books in short amount of time, limits ability to sometimes take in all the information at once

2 nothing



3
What I liked the least was more some of the classmates than anything else because they seemed to ignore the point that you were trying to
get across.

4 Too much meterials

5
This class was based on participation, however the instructor only really called on 5 or so students. I would deem it unfair if some of the
students in the class were given the same participation grade as others who actually participate.

6
There wasn't a great deal of opportunity for feedback and discussion if you didn't agree with the basic premise of the course. I completely
agree with the premise of the course, so this didn't apply to me and I understand that time was limited and Judith wanted to include as much
information as possible.

7 The other students. Nothing to do with the instructor but maybe comments from speciac people could have been curtailed.

8 The course and instructor was ane. The time of day is what hurt me. Tried to juggle work and class as much as possible.

9 The course required more comprehension about different articles that students must learn.

10
The amount of reading in the short period of time. It wasn't too bad and it is a summer accelerated course but some of the readings were a bit
long for the amount of time we had to read them.

11 The amount of reading was intense for someone who is a slow reader.

12 She seemed to be a little upset about certain students beliefs.

13 Probably too much reading material for a 6 week course. As a 4th year English major i struggled with the amount of content.

14 Nothing

15 Nothing it was all perfect

16 N/A

17 N/A

18 Judith never smiles.

19 I think the guideline for the anal project should be more deaned and clear early on.

20
I think she was awesome. Nothing to dislike.

21 I don't enjoy reading entire books in two days but I understand how the material was necessary.

22 A lot of views were one-sided

Course-General
HST 306 - 43328

Responses (%) Course

A B C D E N Mean Med. Std
Dev

Q12 What grade do you expect in this course? 53.6% 46.4% 0 0 0 28 4.5 5 .50

Responses: [A] A=5 [B] B=4 [C] C=3 [D] D=2 [E] E=1 

Course-General
HST 306 - 43328

Responses (%) Course

3 3 2 2 B2 N Mean Med. Std
Dev

Q13 What is your overall grade point average? 25% 39.3% 28.6% 7.1% 0 28 3.8 4 .89

Responses: [3] 3.5+=5 [3] 3.0-3.49=4 [2] 2.50-2.99=3 [2] 2.0-2.49=2 [B2] Below 2.0=1 



 
Q14 - Additional comments:

Response Rate: 46.43%   (13 of 28)

1
i would recommend that the level of readings provided in class be more understandable to all groups of students. honestly, i and some of the
readings requires a very high level of language which makes it confusing.

2

Try copying and pasting to micosoft word. I wrote this on that program.

The Rise of Mass Incarceration is a thoughtful, poignant, and— given the U.S. society’s current state— a necessary course. The instructor is
obviously well educated and well read, and most of the material convincing. I’m also writing this not as a review for the school, but for Ms.
Dingatantrige Perera. If you want a short review, here it is: She’s an excellent teacher and engages with the class well. My only complaint was
that I had to ask her, after three weeks, of whether or not she feels it’s very possible for all Prisons to go, just short of enacting transhumanist
methods. Prior to that I just thought the class was some radical, far left work—and I ignored a lot of material because of it. If I’d known from
the get-go that “no prisons” was purely a lofty goal worth pursuing, I would have listened more intently earlier. Otherwise, zero complaints on
her abilities as an instructor. Very thorough, asks the right questions to dissenters (haha) and has a good program for teaching the subject.
The rest is purely how I think the program should be adjusted.

I felt the conclusion of the course was lackluster after a semester of build-up from scores of articles on the carceral experience. Further on
that subject, the pathos-oriented material eventually came to feel like the proverbial beaten horse. I, and most of the class (yes, I am speaking
on their behalf), were already swayed by week two or three on how brutal the prison system can be. A more stoic approach on historical
content, in my very limited and unqualiaed opinion, would have made my education on the subject feel complete. Flocatex and Crack in Los
Angeles are prime examples of material with a perfect balance between logos-and-pathosesque readings. Over a limited semester, American
Gulag or the Reed autobiography would have suoced in regards to emotionally moving material (but not both if you needed more room for the
more theoretical). A simple coverage of the historicity of incarceration and the truly repulsive INS would be better.

This leads me to my other semi-related segue: theoretical work. I asked for your opinion and I will address that in a moment, but I feel “applied”
theoretical reading is absolutely necessary—unless the point of this course was strictly to inform and nothing else. If that’s the case, you don’t
have to read further. If that isn’t the case, that’s exactly what I was referencing to with the “build-up” comment and no real conclusion point I
made previously in this. To paraphrase Bill Maher’s spiel (not a fan of his, but he does make a point), progressive movements like these never
reach fruition because they voice complaints, but seldom ever offer a tangible solution. The material in the class is convincing, but now what?
I was hoping the end of the course would have something more to say, something more applicable than simply stating we need more
reformation programs. Okay, well how exactly do we go about doing that? Saying more reform is akin to how the democratic party told their
followers to go out and vote during the last presidential race. I don’t need to go into detail to tell how that aasco worked out. And touching on
politics, it’s interesting how progressive parties are, or at least appear to be, losing steam and momentum. Conservatives like myself see the
problem, but no one appears to offer realistic solutions to convince them to alter their views (though I was convinced, signiacantly so, by the
end of this semester). Yes, the argument could be made that I could go out and read up on it, but I’m also not a professor. Educating myself
isn’t necessarily educating everyone in mass. It also doesn’t prepare the other students to engage the problem on a solid platform and prevent
from being attacked on a logical and intellectual standpoint. A majority of the solutions I heard during presentations were lackluster and
laughably easy to argue against.

And anally, you said you weren’t interested in theoretical material, or at least teaching it. I am curious how we spent a lot of time raising
awareness but very little time offering a solution. Asking students on how they would accomplish this is a pooling of ignorance.. It’s basically
like if I was asked on my opinion on the applicability of Kant’s Metaphysics of Morals without reading up on literature written by highly
educated individuals on the subject. The issue of incarceration would, I would expect, be a convoluted and abstruse subject and asking me or
anyone else in that course how we would engage it is absurd to ask, unless generalities and parroting what we’ve read is the point of it.

Anyway, I enjoyed the course. It brought up internal con^ict and provocative subject matter, and I would deanitely recommend the course to
future students. And most of all, thank you for caring. Like, at all. A lot of people profess how they do, but very few do what you do. Keep
aghting the good aght and good luck with your future endeavors.

I wish you well,

--Paul

3 This class was enjoyable and enabled me to see a different perspective on the subject matter.

4

The reading expected in this class was at a high level. Finishing a entire book in a couple days is sort of unrealistic when you take in the fact
that students of other stuff going on. I understand that summer classes are accelerated but the expectations were still too high. As far as
participation goes, I feel having a daily knowledge check or something we could fee out each class would work better for the class. As I
mentioned before that only certain individuals actually participated in the class therefore a new method for evaluating participation should be
used for the next time this class is provided.

5
The comments and attitudes of the students became diocult thus leading me to drink after class on some nights. A higher expectation for
respect during intructions and discussion. College classrooms are not a space for class clowns or negative nancys.

6
Judith was a great teacher, she taught with respect and was able to teach with integrity and sincerity! Would deanitely take her as a professor
again! sincerity

7 Judith has seriously been one of the best professors I've had at ASU .



8

I was pleasantly surprised by being so surprised about the nature of the problem and historical development of the carceral state. I am still in
shock about my lack of awareness to the development of this problem, but was quite concerned about the privatization of prisons in what I
now understand to be the development of the prison industrial complex. The professor was excellent in packing a lot of information into a very
short summer session and I believe that the class gained quite a lot since Judith is also a practicing attourney and directly engaged in the
problem. I consider myself to be a better person for having taken this course.

9 I just want to say that I greatly enjoyed how much you cared for all of your students well-beings and made a conscious effort to show us that.

10 Great instructor her still honing in on the skills. Cared about each students participation and attendance which is a good thing.

11 Good class

12 Enjoyed this class!

13 Awesome course! Thank you very much for the opportunity to learn about such a complex subject.


